Princeton in Greece
Athens, Spring 2024

Information Sessions:
Thursday, September 14, 2023, @ 12:30pm – SCH 103
Thursday, September 21, 2023, @ 4:30pm – LAS A66

Princeton in Greece is a new semester abroad opportunity starting in spring 2024. This program will appeal to sophomores and juniors studying Classics, Hellenic Studies, Theater, Philosophy, History, Art & Archaeology, Politics, Anthropology, and more! Sponsored by the Seeger Center for Hellenic Studies, this interdisciplinary program will be run in partnership with College Year in Athens (CYA). Students will live and study in the cosmopolitan city of Athens and explore Greece both in class and afield.

Curriculum:
• Princeton Seminar, Writing Athens, taught by Professor Michael Cadden (Theater). The seminar “will focus on how writers and other artists have responded, over two and a half millennia, to Athens as well as the other places (Delphi, Mycenae, Thessaloniki…) that we will visit [...]. We’ll use time in and outside of class to examine the many identities Greece has played in the works of ancient dramatists (Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes) but also of medieval, modern, and contemporary poets, novelists, musical and visual artists, and filmmakers right up to the present day.”

All students will take the Princeton seminar Writing Athens, taught by Professor Michael Cadden (Theater). The seminar “will focus on how writers and other artists have responded, over two and a half millennia, to Athens as well as the other places (Delphi, Mycenae, Thessaloniki…) that we will visit [...]. We’ll use time in and outside of class to examine the many identities Greece has played in the works of ancient dramatists (Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes) but also of medieval, modern, and contemporary poets, novelists, musical and visual artists, and filmmakers right up to the present day.”

• Modern Greek Language
• Two other courses to be chosen from CYA offerings:
  o Choices include Archaeology, Art History, Classics, Politics, History, Philosophy, Religion, Sociology, Ancient Greek, and more
  o Special opportunities to sit in select University of Athens lecture courses, supplemented by discussion sessions led by CYA, which will strengthen the immersive nature of the program

Coursework will also be supplemented by on-site study and field trips/excursions to historical and cultural sites, ancient, medieval, and modern; guest lectures at the Princeton Athens Center; and opportunities for interactions with Greek students and scholars.

Spots are limited. Please contact Jordan Zilla in the Office of International Programs at jzilla@princeton.edu for application instructions.